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PROTECTED Sensitive:Personal

G'day Cath,
Please see the attached e-mail from CJO
to the DG + an e-mail
from Jaccuelene showing (in my view) an inappropriate text from PLTOFF
(AAFC) CJF
I will talk to you shortly at AI RCDRE Delahunty's behest but I thought you
need to see the paperwork first. Sean Watson is now the designated contact
officer for CJE
(after Jacquelene departed to VCDF Group) but he and
the DG are away so I need to pass the information to you and to seek an
appropriate response (from Joshua Kelly perhaps) for the AIRCDRE to send
to CJO
Sean apparently spoke to someone in your area last week (I cannot contact
him on the snowfelds') and the incorrect HIB on the public record was to be
amended. That would be useful advice for CJO
although in my
opinion she is drawing a rather long bow to state that the HIB/Maitland
Court/the erroneous Wagga reference etc .. involves or imputes CJE
However, we need to address her demand that the HIB is withdrawn.
Daryll Topp just spoke to CJE
who now understands that the HIB does
not involve her and she appreCiates that her case (if any) is separate and is
still under investigation by NSWPOL.
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Remember: "It's all about the kids!"
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